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add

We Greens want to achieve an internet and digital We Greens want to achieve an internet and digital
society where civil rights are respected and all citizens society where civil rights are respected and all
can profit equally from the rich amounts of information citizens can profit equally from the rich amounts of
and culture that are now accessible.
information and culture that are now accessible
while acknowledging author rights.
118 delete
We reject blocking and filtering by authorities or We reject blocking and filtering by authorities or This is a sensitive issue and the
service providers because we believe people service providers.
supporting argument we wish to
have the right to choose the content they
remove is not good.
find useful to inform themselves.
Add after
The law of the country where the person is living Almost every content can be
"… Rule
should be used.
unlawful in regard to some laws.
of Law."
Thus, we have to precise which
law should be applied.
142 replace
We also want to make Free Public WiFi available in We also want to make Free Public WiFi available in
public places as much as possible, and encourage public places (provided that the exposure to
and enable people and organisations to share their WiFi electromagnetic waves does not exceed
with others.
0.6 volts/meter, as recommended by the
Resolution
1815
(2011)
of
the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe), and encourage and enable people and
organisations to share their WiFi with others.

add

6. Free Public Wifi in more public places

6. Free Public Wifi in more public places, provided
that the exposure to electromagnetic
waves does not exceed 0.6 volts/meter
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22

Groen

157

159 replace

28

GroenLi 220
nks

Delete

BLOCK GroenLi 243
VOTE nks
30, 44

GroenLi 360
nks

This implies that everyone who buys a computer with This implies that everyone who buys a computer
a certain ‘operating system’ should be able to should be able to install any other operating
install any software; that data, e.g. Facebook system and that hard ware producers
data, should be transferrable elsewhere; and should facilitates this; and that applications
that applications can be transferred to alternative can be transferred to alternative devices
devices
We categorically oppose any mass surveillance of the We categorically oppose any mass surveillance of This sentence in fact forbids
people, be it through data retention, internet the people, be it through data retention, internet street cameras; we think that this
surveillance or video surveillance.
surveillance.
is not realistic. Moreover, although
we do not like cameras
everywhere and unconditionally
for massive street surveillance,
this paper is not the place to
formulate our policy on this
subject.

Add

A secured and voluntary European Online ID can be an online ID makes the frequent
used to support the online economy and to and repeated delivering of the
protect privacy at the same time. The European same personal data to all kinds of
Online ID should be introduced to have a shops and agencies superfluous
guaranteed online
identification and digital and this leads to more security in
signature. This ID can be used to use governmental digital communication.
services, in e-commerce, online shopping and for
strong identification in email services.The privacy of
citizens can be protected by allowing shops to use
centrally stored personal information (like address
details) after explicit approval, without storing
these data in their own systems. The information
shall only be available for parties approved by the
owner of the Online ID.The issuers shall provide all
industry sound practice security measures.

add a new
point

A secure European online ID
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32

Groen

254

261 delete

Public authorities shall minimise the personal data they
collect and store. They shall only use this data for the
purpose for which it was collected. There is still too
much so called 'function creep', the use of data for
purposes other than those for which they were
collected. We reject the disclosure of user account
information to private parties, as stipulated by the
Intellectual Property Rights Enforcement Directive
(IPRED). We think that such disclosures should be
limited to law enforcement in criminal investigations.
Infringement of privacy rules should only be allowed in
cases of statutory foundation for this action and if it is
taken on the basis of court decisions. Only public
authorities should be allowed to perform it.

33

GroenLi 279
nks

add

Public institutions should not block access to their sites Public and publicly funded institutions and Public institutions and media,
of users who refuse “cookies”.
the media should not block access to their sites other than private shops and
of users who refuse “cookies”
companies, are in some way
monopolistic and do not leave the
users another choice to find the
necessary information or services.

36

GroenLi 320
nks

add

39.1

CAS
amendm
ent
to
compro
mised
text

add

More secure systems should also be the core of our We missed cyberwar; this text
defense against the threat of cyberwarfare. The EU reflects green views on defense
and its member states should refrain from politics
developing offensive capabilities, so as not to
contribute to a digital arms race.
These agencies should work with academia in order to These agencies should work with academia in order
ensure that the best projects are adopted. Also they to ensure that the best projects are adopted. Also
should directly work with open source, software they should directly work with open source,
projects to increase both participation and rather than proprietary, software projects to
transparency.
increase both participation and transparency.
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48.1

Bündnis after
90/Die text of
Grünen AM 51

add a new
paragraph

52.1

CAS

replace

In order to simplify the all too often obscure
distribution of authors' rights, we advocate the idea
of a European central body dealing with the
acquisition of the rights to process, interpret, remix
or mashup content with a commercial intent. We
support attempts to make free licensing more
attractive and are in favour of publicly subsidising
such models.
Compromise accepted: " The right to quote and remix. VOTE ON highlight: " The right to quote and remix.
Increasingly restrictive copyright legislation and Increasingly restrictive copyright legislation and
practices are becoming a major obstacle to musicians, practices are becoming a major obstacle to
filmmakers, and other artists who want to create new musicians, filmmakers, and other artists who want to
works by reusing parts of existing works. Remixes create new works by reusing parts of existing
should be facilitated. The right to quote (to works. We want the right to remix for at
reproduce a part of a work with the indication of the least non-commercial usage. The right to
name of the author of material already made public) quote (to reproduce a part of a work with the
should be permitted in all member states."
indication of the name of the author of material
already made public) should be permitted in all
member states."
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